What are Solicitations any order over $75,000.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bid (RFB)</th>
<th>Proposal (RFP)</th>
<th>Sole Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Bid solicitation is to request for a bid package from Vendors for a item(s) or contract.</td>
<td>• Proposal solicitation is a stage of the business buying process in which the buyer invites qualified suppliers to submit proposal.</td>
<td>• Sole Source procurement refers to the process of acquiring goods or services that are unique to a particular vendor. This means that the vendor is the only one capable of supplying the required commodity or service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Samples are Research Camera and Printing Brochures.</td>
<td>• A Sample is Maintenance Services to the University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Solicitation

- What is the difference between the RFB and RFP?
  - A RFB is a straightforward price offered for a product or service.
  - A RFP highlights the bidder's value proposition and convinces the Department how and why their offer is the best.
- Create a RFB or RFP by following these steps: Department needs (equipment or service), create your information on your needs, and share the final document specifications with Procurement.
- The specifications for your bid or proposals are added to the Bid or the Proposal template.
- Will be emailed back to the Department for Approval. After it is approved.
- RFB or RFP will be posted on the BidNet Direct website for two weeks for RFB and three weeks for RFP.
A Sole Source Justification is a document that explains why a certain vendor or contractor should be chosen for a project even though they didn’t have to go through a bidding process.
Sole Source Determined by Procurement

According to Section 41-16-51 of the Alabama Code, the University is required to obtain all material, equipment, supplies, and services through competitive means whenever possible. Procurement may permit sole source purchases if the requestor can provide sufficient justification for their use.

The reasonableness of sole source purchases is determined by Procurement after evaluating the requestor's research, assessment, and documentation of alternative supply sources. If similar products are rejected, it must be solely because they fail to meet specific and necessary specifications. If the requestor is unable to find another supplier for a similar product, they must provide documentation that they have made a good-faith effort to look for other sources. The evidence must include a list of the unique technical specifications required for the product and the potential companies that were contacted during their search for alternative sources. Procurement may use this information to conduct its own market search. Sole source justification cannot be based on quality or price. Quality is a subjective evaluation based on opinion, and price considerations must be evaluated through competitive bidding under public procurement law.
Sole Source Justification form

The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Procurement Services

Request for
Sole Source Justification

Requisition No. __________

VENDOR NAME & ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NO. __________

ITEM DESCRIPTION:

JUSTIFICATION FOR SOLE SOURCE PROCUREMENT:
Use the following information as a guideline to support your sole/single source justification. In detail in the space provided, address the questions pertaining to your equipment. Submit this completed form, written quotes, and any other pertinent documentation as an attachment to the purchase requisition.

1. Does the product have special design and/or performance features, which are essential to your needs, such as unique capabilities, size constraints, portability, or instrument response time? If yes, list the technical reasons for requesting the purchase of a specific brand, type or vendor of equipment, services, or supplies.

2. List comparable products/services and the reasons why they are not acceptable. Give vendor name, telephone number, model/catalog number, price and reason for rejection.

Continued on next page
Sole Source Justification form

3. Is the requested item(s) an integral repair or replacement part/Accessory compatible with existing equipment and available from the requested source only? If yes, list the existing equipment, manufacturer, model number and serial number.

4. Is the requested item(s) essential in maintaining experiment continuity? If yes, explain and specify how the purchase of other goods or services would jeopardize research.

5. Explain in detail any additional determining factors that make the product unique. Attach any documents to support your statements.

6. Determination that anticipated cost will be fair and reasonable.

As the Principal Investigator, I certify that the above information is true and current to the best of my knowledge.

Signature of Principal Investigator  Date

Signature of Director/Department Chair/Dean  Date

Signature of Vice President, Finance & Business Services or Director, Procurement & Business Services  Date

Note: No Sole Source documentation will be approved without this official form including signatures by the appropriate officials.
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How to help your Vendor on BidNet Direct Registration

Find government bids matching your business.

Grow Your Government Business
Get instant access and email alerts to matched government bid opportunities by category and location - saving you time and resources.

Receive Targeted Bids  Get Automatic Notification  Select Bids by State  Save Time  Easy to Use

Click to Register
Bidnet Direct to Improve Visibility and Participation

In an effort to improve visibility and participation, the University of Alabama in Huntsville has joined the Alabama Purchasing Group to solicit bids from vendors. This system will provide you with convenient online access to our bid information, plus other agencies in Alabama, and allow you to submit your responses electronically!

It’s easy to participate. Simply visit us on the Alabama Purchasing Group website at bidnetdirect.com/alabama/universityofalabamainhuntsville, and click on the link to complete your registration. If you are already registered as a vendor on this system, you do not need to register again.

To register at no charge, simply follow the registration path and select the “Limited” package, select "Alabama" for your state, enter your information, toggle the advertising option to OFF, and select "Finalize the registration". You will receive notifications of matching solicitations and addenda even when selecting the Free, Limited Access package. Access option which will provide you with automatic e-mail notification at no charge. This option will alert you anytime you match with new bid opportunities from the University of Alabama in Huntsville and any other participating agencies.

To receive additional bid opportunities Statewide or from other Purchasing Groups, select one of the other registration options or call the bidnet direct Support Team at 800-835-4603, Option 2 for assistance. We welcome your participation and look forward to doing business together!
Registration for vendors

BidNet Direct fact sheet (this explains the registration options for vendors and has support information if the vendor needs any help)

Vendor Registration Guide (this will walk the vendors through the registration process)

These are the two items you can edit and let me know once they are approved.

Vendor Letter that will be emailed to your current vendor list (feel free to make any edits you’d like and send back to me or let me know the current version is approved)

Press Release - feel free to edit this as well and send back or let me know the current version is approved. There is a quote -this is just in there as a placeholder unless that's what you’d like to use.